Qlife call for interdisciplinary projects 2021
Frequently asked questions
1) What are the reviewing criteria?
Reviewing criteria include : scientific quality, interdisciplinary aspects, novelty and
expertise of the team to carry out the project.
This year, projects with teams in more than one institute of Qlife will be favored to
foster new collaborations.
2) How long is the funding for ?
This funding is for 2 years.
3) How many projects will be funded ?
Up to 4 projects for up to 100k€ each will be funded for this call. It will be an annual
call for 8 years (duration of Qlife program). If your project is not funded for this call,
you can re-apply to the next call.
4) Are external collaborations allowed ?
This call is meant for interdisciplinary projects with or without collaborations, either
within Qlife or outside of Qlife. If collaborations are with teams that are not
members of Qlife, the external teams will not be able to request funding directly.
Only the Qlife teams can request funding in the budget part of the application.
5) How many projects/team or /PI ?
One Pi can only apply once per call. Thus the same person cannot be in several
project applications. For teams with several Pis, each PI can apply with a different
project to this call.
6) Are Pasteur collaborations considered internal or external collaborations ?
8 teams of the Institut Pasteur are part of Qlife and thus are internal partners and
can request funding for the project. The rest of the teams of the Institut Pasteur are
external partners. The list of the teams of the Institut Pasteur member of Qlife is the
following :
-S. Etienne Manneville (Cell Polarity, Migration and Cancer)
-G. Duménil (Pathogénèse des infections vasculaires)
-A. Echard (Membrane traffic and cell Division)
-C. Zurzolo (Membrane traffic and pathogenesis)
-R. Koszul (Spatial regulation of genomes)
-JB. Masson (decision and Bayesian computation)
-D. Di Gregorio (Dynamic Neuronal imaging)
-C. Zimmer (Imaging and modeling)
Please refer to our website https://fr.qlife.psl.eu/liste/equipes-de-psl-qlife to find the list of
all Qlife members.
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7) How much are the overheads?
The overheads are 2,5%. If selected, you will receive the total amount announced in
the selection email, the 2,5% overheads will be added to this amount not
substracted. For example, if you are granted a 80k€ funding, you will receive 80k€ for
your project + 2k€ (2,5% of 80k€) of overheads for your institute.
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